Managed Security

Protect your mission-critical data, applications and
infrastructure with Webair’s Managed Security solutions.
Web-based security threats are evolving, not only in frequency but also sophistication. Webair’s Managed
Security solutions protect the integrity of your business against malicious assaults on critical systems, applications and
infrastructure. From Distributed Denial of Service (DDoS) Mitigation, to Managed Firewalls, to 24x7 Monitoring, Webair
safeguards your business, helping you avoid downtime and gain peace of mind by offering the most comprehensive
physical and virtual asset protection.

Multi-Layer DDoS Mitigation
Your environment is vulnerable to over 7,000 Distributed Denial of Service (DDoS) attacks every single day. Many of them are
now multi-vector in nature and can overcome traditional defense mechanisms or reactive countermeasures.
Webair’s industry-leading DDoS Mitigation solutions ensure that every aspect of customers’ infrastructure is monitored and
protected against security threats, ensuring maximum uptime. Offering both Proxy-based and Volumetric DDoS Mitigation
services, Webair safeguards customers’ businesses from the harmful effects of DDoS threats, including site disruptions and
downtime, which can damage reputation and customer trust.

DDoS-Protected IP Transit

Proxy-based DDoS Mitigation

Volumetric DDoS Mitigation

Webair’s IP Transit solution
features built-in DDoS protection
to ensure the best network
performance. Webair’s DDoSprotected IP Transit can be
provided via BGP routing or a
simple IP gateway, and offers
world-class connectivity via
multiple Tier-1 providers , as well
as direct peering. Customers
enjoy reliable, automated attack
mitigation without any human
intervention, as well as immediate
notification of any attack via their
preferred method of SMS, email
or phone.

With Webair’s Proxy-based
DDoS Mitigation, traffic is first
directed to a proxy server on
the company’s DDoS-protected
network, eliminating the threat
of attacks and only forwarding
clean traffic to customer servers.
Customers can enable DDoS
mitigation capabilities ondemand to protect their servers
and VM instances from even the
largest DDoS attacks.

Volume-based DDoS attacks are
the most common, aiming to
saturate the bandwidth resources,
networking equipment or servers
of the target network or service.
Webair’s DDoS Mitigation, unlike
traditional hardware or bandwidth
solutions, prevents volumetric
attacks by filtering harmful traffic
in the cloud before it reaches
customers’ network. Customers
also benefit from centralized
monitoring, DDoS-specific alerting,
logging and reporting systems,
as well as access to experienced
DDoS mitigation professionals.

Managed Security
Managed Firewalls
Webair’s Managed Firewalls offer an added layer of protection for your entire environment, managed and monitored 24x7x365
by our dedicated security experts. Webair ensures your firewalls are properly deployed, maintained and patched to remain
up-to-date with the latest security threats.

Managed Dedicated Firewall

Managed Cloud Firewall

No shared services mean no security
threats. Dedicated solely to you,
Webair’s Dedicated Firewalls protect
your servers, VM instances and
applications as well as entire Private
and Hybrid Cloud environments
from DDoS attacks, SQL injections,
and brute-force password cracking.
Delivered with our easy-to-use
administration console, EZPanel,
Webair’s Managed Dedicated
Firewalls are easily configurable and
scalable to meet specific traffic and
business security needs. Benefit from
24x7 monitoring and management
of your entire security environment
as well as the ability to tie siteto-site Virtual Private Networks
(VPNs). Webair’s Web Application
Firewalls (WAFs) also monitor traffic
across various web service layers
including HTTP, HTTPS, identifying
and mitigating any security threats
before they reach your servers.

Ironclad security, delivered instantly
to your door. Get the all of the benefits
of a fully Managed Dedicated Firewall
with the added features of true
scalability, near-instant delivery and
easy integration. Webair’s Managed
Cloud Firewall protects your business
against brute force, DDoS, SQL
injection, and various other types of
cyber attacks. They also offer high
availability and can be deployed
from any one of our state-of-theart, redundant data center locations
around the world. Backed by 24×7
monitoring and management of your
entire security environment as well
as the ability to tie site-to-site Virtual
Private Networks (VPNs), Webair’s
Managed Cloud Firewall enables
real-time response and remediation
of security threats before they can
impact your network. Complete with
WAF capabilities, our comprehensive
solution prevents common web
threats and specialized attacks at
the application level, protecting the
systems and applications your business
and customers rely on.

24x7x365 Monitoring
Combined, Webair’s monitoring
platform and security support experts
ensure every single layer of customers’
infrastructure – from servers, networks,
applications and services – is safe
and monitored 24x7x365. Webair’s
customer-specific, customized server
alerts also enable the localization and
troubleshooting of any issue before it
affects performance.

To learn more about Webair’s Managed Security solutions, visit www.webair.com/managed-security.
“Webair’s Managed Security solutions provide customers with peace of mind and an
added level of Cloud security by mitigating risk, eliminating service interruptions and
protecting mission-critical data, applications and infrastructure from harmful attacks.”
- Michael Christopher Orza, CEO

